The history of science and the history of medicine were, from their beginnings as subjects in the Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment periods , hostile to esoteric ideas and practices and generally excluded them from the scope of academic study. 1 Esoteric belief systems by definition prioritize inner knowledge, knowledge that is not attainable or transferable by the standard practices of public pedagogy, but rather is acquired by direct apprehension or by internal illumination. I call these 'belief systems', because people who defend esoteric knowledge do so within a worldview, a physics and metaphysics that explains and makes sense of their hopes and experiences. Such belief systems can therefore be compared with other worldviews-cosmologies in the most general sense of the term-and points of tangency, or even zones of interpenetration, can be examined. It is just such points of confrontation and zones of common ality between the occult and manifest sciences which are of particular interest to historians of science, because it is here that the disciplinary boundaries of modern science are being negotiated. Moreover, 1 The positivist bias against consideration of esoterica and the occult sciences that still persisted in the mid-twentieth-century history of science is concisely illustrated by A. R. Hall (1954: 307) . He sought 'the prehistory of chemistry', defined 'as developing chemical techniques, and factual knowledge of substances', in the history of alchemy, where 'the grain of real knowledge is concealed in a vast deal of esoteric chaff'. Commenting on the state of the history of science in the Middle Ages in 1995, David Lindberg wrote (p. 65): 'We are particularly needy when it comes to . . . alchemy, astrology, and other subjects now frequently marginalized under the rubrics 'occult' or 'pseudo-science'. . . . There is no justification for historians of science excluding certain subjects simply because they have been excluded from the canon of modern scientific disciplines.' Although the history of science has tended to be more positivist in its exclusion of occult sciences than has the history of medicine, owing to medicine's inextricable bonds to practices, it, too, 'was long dominated by a simple, positivist point of view', according to Gert Brieger (1993: 24) .
it is precisely in these zones of doctrinal interpenetration that friction between religion and science ignites the conflicts that have provided rhetorical substance to debates about belief and secularization. Western esoteric belief systems include spiritual and mystical forms of Christianity, heterodoxies that orthodox Trinitarians would decline to call Christian at all, and other theologies and systems of metaphysics that are not literally natural-philosophical in orientation, but which provided an ideological foundation for medieval and early modern alchemy, astrology, many kinds of magic, and all sorts of other so-called occult sciences. These were cultivated in the Middle Ages and were tolerated to some degree at the fringes of academic learning and professional activity into the early modern period. However, with the rise of positivist philosophy in the European Enlightenment, what had enjoyed marginal acceptance as occult sciences were dismissed as pseudosciences, accompanying the general disregard for the role of religious thought-of superstition-in the development of Western science.
A few early twentieth-century historians understood that the heroes of scientific development in many cases also wrote about and practiced pseudo-sciences, for example Tycho Brahe's astrology, but these cases were dismissed as vestigial superstition. The techniques of astrology and alchemy that they perceived as contributing to the 'real sciences' of astronomy and chemistry could be logically separated from their the oretical matrices, and studies of these esoteric belief systems in the context of science and medicine remained, well, esoteric. 2 Only recently 2 For example, Singer 1959: 185: 'The word [alchemy] has come to suggest magic, obscurantism, futile symbolism, and fraud. Most of this is just, but. . . Many alchemical works have scientific elements. Moreover the alchemists contrib uted certain processes and apparatus. . . . Many instruments and appliances of alchemy passed direct to the modern scientific chemist.' Even the pioneer explorer of the role of occult sciences in the formulation of experimental scientific methods, Lynn Thorndike, who wrote that 'the history of both magic and experimental science can be better understood by studying them together' (1923, I: 2), in practice discriminated between 'alchemy of the incoherent and mystical variety ' (1923, II: 783) and practical experiments that contributed to the development of modern science. The assumption that alchemy at best contributed to experimental method and technological advance, and not to theoretical development, is implicit in a comment by Herbert Butterfield (1965: 203) : 'It would appear that experimentation and even technological progress are insufficient by themselves to provide the basis for the establishment of what we should call a "modern science." . . . Alchemy had certainly failed to produce the required structure of scientific thought.' Nathan Sivin (1990: 16) succinctly summarized has alchemy come to be studied as a mainstream medieval and early modern science. But even these newer studies implicate alchemy in the development of mechanical matter theory and materialism, leaving esoteric alchemy mainly to history of religion, literary studies, and New Age enthusiasm. 3 Astrology has not fared much better. 4 And magic is still valued primarily by those historians of science who have seen it as a motivation and legitimation for active intervention in natural processes, namely for promoting experimentation and technological application.
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The second half of the twentieth century witnessed a movement to reconsider the relationship between religion and science in the West, the disciplinary alienation between historians who saw alchemy as the prelude to chemistry and those who were interested in alchemy as a religious and social phenomenon. He predicts that there will be little progress in the history of alchemy 'until the chemists and specialists in religion are willing to learn from each other, and the philologists and intellectual historians from both'. (2006) , which point to the importance, for the development of science, of alchemists' elaboration of atomistic matter theory and the development of careful quantitative and qualitative experimental methods. But historians of science and medicine have paid less attention to esoterica in their own right. The religious and spiritual aspects of alchemy, which may also have had medical and metallurgical contexts, are generally left to cultural and literary studies, for example Arthur Versluis's work on early American esoteric traditions (see www.esoteric.msu.edu/Versluis.html), and Linden 1996. 4 However, the significant place of medical astrology in late medieval and Renais sance medical practice and education is now acknowledged by such studies as French 1994, and Lemay 1976 (esp. pp. 199-206) . 5
This line of argument was pioneered by Paulo Rossi (1957) , and articulated by Frances A. Yates (1964) . H. Floris Cohen (1994: 169-83 ) describes the introduction of occult sciences into the grand narrative of the rise of Western science as a consequence of Yates's Giordano Bruno. But, to some extent her argument that natural magic invigorated experiment and technological application applies to the arts generically and especially to alchemy, as deftly elucidated in Newman 2004. a process that is ongoing, but is more often concerned with Christian denominations and precepts than with esoteric belief systems. To some extent this dialogue has been reactive and apologetic: reactive against the extreme post-Enlightenment biases that urged intellectuals and educators to exclude religion from science, and apologetic in attempting to defuse the dichotomization of faith and reason that was and is threatening organized religions. The very studies that illustrate the insights that the history of religion can bring to the history of science often can read as very presentist defenses of the legitimacy of modern religion in serious natural philosophy in our own time, rather than as a part of scientific and medical historical development.
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But ignoring such concerns, it is plain that religious history has had a beneficial effect on the conceptualization of the history of science and the 6 One might consider the work of Robert K. Merton (1938) and R. Hooykaas (1972) as early attempts to bring religion into the scope of the history of science , but I have in mind the organized reaction against the perception that science and religion have always been essentially opposed, which is evident in Lindberg & Numbers 1986 and 2003 . Both of these collections of essays assume that religion or theology-or specifically Christianity-have been portrayed as in conflict with 'science' and set about problematizing this polarization. But the dialectic between the 'poles' is implicit, as is also evident in the recent overview, Olson 2004: 218-19 : 'This book began with a discussion of Galilean astronomy and Christianity and ended with a discussion of Christianity and Darwinian evolution. These two cases have long stood as the most notorious episodes in the supposed ongoing conflict between science and religion; but even in these cases it should have become clear that the stories are vastly more complicated than Draper, White, and their followers would have us believe. It is true that in each case there were loud religious voices opposing new scientific developments; but it is also true that there were other religious voices supporting them for a variety of reasons.' Although not apologetic by intention, the companion volume by Edward Grant (2004: 248) , develops the theme that natural philosophy prospered in the Latin West, in comparison with medieval Byzantium and Islam, in part because Western clerics embraced natural philosophy with zeal, and in part because an early and enduring tradition of 'separation of church and state, and the analogous disciplinary distinction between theology and natural philosophy, made possible the independent development of each of these two fundamental disciplines'. A fundamental supposition for many of these scholars is that past investigations of nature may have been motivated by religious zeal and guided by particular faiths, but that religion and science were intrinsically distinct. This assumption is adequate for disciplinary histories, but hampers study of the role of spiritualists and mystics, for whom this distinction often was without meaning. Perhaps there should be a durable reluctance to efface the boundaries between the sciences and pseudosciences. But I see only benefit from integrating the pseudo-sciences into the reconstructed grand narratives, as belief systems rather than merely as technologies. We can acknowledge the legitimacy and usefulness of the history of esotericism for illuminating past science and medicine, without threatening the disciplinary identities of the history of science and history of medicine. This will be more successful if esoteric studies are given solid scholarly credentials, disarming the perception that the history of Western esotericism is pursued mainly by those who have a personal stake in it. There has of course been progress in this programme in the past couple of decades; for example, the establishment of the academic unit for Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents (GHF) in Amsterdam under the dir ection of Wouter Hanegraaff, the foundation of the Association for the Study of Esotericism (ASE) and the European Society for the Study of Western Esotericism (ESSWE), the publication of a journal, Aries, and an on-line journal devoted to the subject, Esoterica, and there are now academic conferences focused on Western Esotericism. Moreover, there is a newly formed Cambridge Centre for the Study of Western Esotericism as well, although the Centre's web-presence suggests that it is oriented toward today's esoteric practices, and that is less helpful. Most of these institutions and events consciously take a multidisciplinary approach, blending historical studies with modern cultural studies and even contemporary occultism, and while this eclecticism is in itself laudable, it raises some red flags for academic historians of science and medicine, who have struggled to keep presentist concerns from unduly biasing their studies of the past. There is a dual risk, as I perceive it, of imposing modern, living esoteric beliefs onto the past, and also of exaggerating the contributions of the pseudo-sciences to the development of West ern science and medicine. If we define them too loosely, we will dull the insights they can provide into how past cosmological systems were conceptualized or how therapeutic measures were thought to operate on body and soul. These are generalities, but perhaps an ex ample of a historical problem within my own research on Scandinavian Paracelsianism will illustrate how study of Western esotericism can help us understand the historical development of medical science.
Paracelsianism: the Juncture of Esoteric Belief Systems and Medical Scientific Practices
The historical phenomenon of Paracelsianism can be defined as a closely-related set of traditions with roots in the life and work of the German physician Theophrastus Paracelsus (1493-1541). Paracelsianism is a good subject for the present purpose, because it falls within the scope of Western esotericism, and because it has a traditional place within the grand narratives of Western science and medicine and is therefore not completely 'other'. 7 Indeed, Paracelsian ideas about the mundane and the divine constitute a conceptual space in which study of nature and religious doctrine overlap and intermingle.
Paracelsus was contemporary with Martin Luther and, despite his claim to having remained a Catholic, he was wrapped up in the politic al, social, and intellectual ferment of the Reformation and formulated some very innovative and heterodox theological doctrines. He was controversial, unable or unwilling to find longterm employment or patronage in any one spot. His reputation and the sense of the manuscripts and books that are judged to have been written by him reveal a synthetic mind, suspicious of the limitations of traditional learning, and as preoc- cupied with theological matters and prophesy as he was with medicine, natural lore, and alchemy. Paracelsus' teachings gained visibility in the second half of the sixteenth century. Beginning in the 1560s we can see the emergence of a Paracelsian movement or school of thought that no longer depended on the author, but rather was an efflorescence, a development and even application of Paracelsus' ideas. But the problem of defining what ensued is more difficult, owing in part to the very success of Paracelsian medicine, which rendered it diffuse, but also because Paracelsian concepts seemed to blend into Rosicrucian and other esoteric religious theory.
Historians in the twentieth century identified Paracelsus and Para celsians primarily with chemical philosophy and the use of chemicallyprepared drugs in medicine and labeled him the father of iatrochemistry. As a consequence, sixteenth, seventeenth, sometimes even eighteenthcentury champions of chemical medicine were promiscuously labeled Paracelsian practitioners by virtue of their use or recommendation of chemical therapies alone. And yet Andreas Libavius, an eager reader of Paracelsus and his interpreters already at the end of the sixteenth century, shrilly and at great length denounced the Paracelsians, their medicine, and their religion while defending alchemy and the use of chemic allyprepared drugs. Surely we cannot call Libavius a Paracelsian! Many subsequent physicians incorporated chemical medications into a medicine that had no affinity whatsoever with Paracelsian theory or therapeutic principles. Clearly these were not Paracelsians. Plainly, it is necessary to define 'Paracelsian' in a way that evokes its core ideology and not merely in terms of an apothecary's list, and this is where the history of esotericism comes in. 8 At the beginning of my research on Scandinavian Paracelsianism I en -countered Sten Lindroth's (1943) pioneering and still monumental study of Paracelsianism in Sweden, which alerted me to the significance of a religious dimension. I was so impressed by the scope and depth of Lindroth's approach to the subject as to use it as a model for my own. He understood that Paracelsian philosophy and medicine were intimately entwined with esoteric religion and he did not shrink from including this connection in his book. In particular, I began to see how religious change in Denmark and Germany in the early modern period might affect receptivity to Paracelsian ideas. I also understood that there were many affinities between Rosicrucian ideology and Paracelsian ideas. Indeed, some scholars consider the Rosicrucian documents to embody a particularly radical strand of Paracelsianism, with a decidedly socio political agenda, and this might help to explain the abrupt change that my research revealed in the fortunes of Paracelsianism at the University of Copenhagen in the second and third decades of the seventeenth century.
Paracelsian Theory on the Threshold of Religious Orthodoxy: Johann Arndt's Vom wahren Christentum
In four published articles (Shackelford 1996 (Shackelford , 1998 (Shackelford , 2002 (Shackelford , 2003 I have developed the argument that Danish academic physicians, philosophers, and theologians were acquainted with Paracelsian ideas by the end of the sixteenth century, and that some of them were enthusiastic about the promises that Paracelsian chemical medicine held for therapeutic advance and even for the alignment of natural philosophy with Biblical theology. And yet in the second decade of the next century leading academics were turning their backs on anything that smacked of Paracelsus, and the remaining overt discussion of Paracelsian doctrines became nega tive. The contrast with the contemporary situ ation in England, where Paracelsus' books were appearing in English translations and where there were open debates about the validity of Paracelsian medicine, is striking. I have argued that a principal reason for this is that key doctrines underpinning the Paracelsian belief system or worldview, the theoretical basis for Paracelsian medicine, were identified with Rosicrucian and other heresies. Under pressure from increasingly narrowly defined Lutheran orthodoxy, Danish physicians and philosophers, effectively unable to divorce Paracelsian medicine from Paracelsian religion, subsequently ignored or even discouraged development of Paracelsian ideas altogether. Behind their rejection of what had been seen as a promising chemical conceptualization of nature and reform of medicine lay pressures imposed by an increasingly narrowly defined Lutheran orthodoxy and also their own sense about the morally noxious consequences of Paracelsian metaphysics for traditional Christology, Christian anthropology, and soteriology.
The chief architects of the new Lutheran orthodoxy in Denmark were Hans P. Resen, who was appointed principal bishop of the Danish church in 1615, and his successor Jesper Brochmand. Under the supervi-sion of these theologians and with the support of the kings of Denmark, the demands of religious orthodoxy created a climate that was inimical to Paracelsian medicine, except as a class of chemicallyprepared drugs that were incorporated into traditional Galenic medicine, and this can hardly be called Paracelsian. My overarching argument, as I have briefly sketched it here, is a coarse generalization, but it supports my underlying assertion that Paracelsian medical and philosophical ideas were-in notable salient instances-not easily separated from their contexts in the Paracelsian esoteric religious matrix that had shaped them, and that we need to understand these esoteric beliefs in order to understand the fortunes of Paracelsian medicine. R. PoChia Hsia takes a different approach, asserting that Arndt dissented from orthodoxy and confessionalism in reaction to late sixteenthcentury debate about the Formula of Concord, but that he was saved from being labeled an enthusiast owing to the rigorous defense of his religion by Johann Gerhard, Johann Valentin Andreae, and other orthodox Lutherans.
15 Following Hsia's lead, I will argue here that heterodox elements in Arndt's writings differ from enthusiasts and separatists like Weigel in degree rather than in kind, and that Arndt's thoughts about religion were evolving in a more radical direction in the last two decades of his life, exactly during the period in which they first came to the attention of Scandinavians. Arndt 
, and its use might be intended to suggest a bridge across the scientific barrier separating exoteric and esoteric alchemy. Moreover, Arndt's study of medicine and exposure to Paracelsian ideas during his years at Basel are well known, as is the fact that he later maintained a chemical laboratory at his residence in Celle, where he was a Lutheran Superintendent and a known alchemist, so he was intellectually equipped to draw on contemporary natural philosophy, alchemy, and medicine to shape his religious teachings. 17 He clearly did this when he chose to present 'true Christianity' in four aspects, treated serially in the four books of his Vom wahren Christentum. This builds on a Paracelsian conception that God can be understood first through scriptural revelation, second by emulating Christ, third from God's audible voice in the human conscience, and lastly in the phenomena of nature, Book Four. Since this is the way he chose to present his theology, as a mixture of scriptural exegesis, mystical illumination, and natural theology, we can suppose that this is one way his contemporaries read it. In the very years that Arndt was formulating Vom wahren Christentum, probably in 1604, he also wrote an anonymous commentary on the four illustrations in Heinrich Khunrath's Amphitheatrum sapientiae aeternae, a book widely associated with the nexus of piety and alchemy that lay at the root of Rosicrucian ideology. 18 This commentary appeared anonymously in 1608 attributed to 'an experienced cabalist and philosopher', but by the eighteenth century at the latest it became publicly known that Arndt was the author. Matti Repo (1999: 63) has pointed out the similarity of Arndt's commentary to a contemporary manuscript that is associated with the ParacelsianHermetic circle at the court of Landgraf Moritz of Hessen, now known to have been a hotbed of Rosicrucian activity. Both treatises present a threefold hierarchy of magic, cabala, and theology. These three ways of knowing, which Arndt associated with the Trinity, form an epistemology that subsumes celestial influences under nature and makes provision for an inner illumination by the holy spirit.
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Furthermore, Matti Repo draws a parallel between some of the ideas Arndt expressed in his Iudicium and those described in another anonymous tract titled Astrologia theologizata, which was published in 1617 and is similar to a tract with a variant title that was published a year later under Weigel's name.
20 Although Arndt's Iudicium distinguishes nat ural celestial influences on the Christian from any divine influence, both Weigelian astrological texts present a Paracelsian harmony between the actions of the inner, microcosmic stars within humans and those in the 18 The Amphitheatrum sapientiae aeternae (Hamburg, 1595) is famous for its iconographic expression of the juxtaposition of prayer and experiment (ore et labore).
The four beautiful plates of this now extremely rare volume can be viewed at http://www.library.wisc.edu/libraries/SpecialCollections/khunrath/index. html. It was reprinted in 1609 and its illustrations are widely used in modern literature as emblems of the close association between the worship of God through study of both the book of nature and Holy Scripture that characterizes the time. On Khunrath's illustrations as components of a wider dissenting Lutheran iconographic representation of alchemy as a redemptive ritual, see Szulakowska 2006 . But also consult reviews by Tara Nummedal (2007) Jole Shackelford (2007) There are differing opinions as to how early the manifestos were drafted and by whom, but Dickson (1996a: 767, 786-8) dates Andreae's collaboration in drafting the Fama to 1607 and located it in the student intellectual milieu of the University of Tübingen, which he describes as 'fueled by apocalyptic-chiliastic ideas and theosophical-hermetic ideas' during Andreae's student years. If the ideological basis of the Rosicrucian Brotherhood was not wholly Andreae's invention, at least the name Rosenkreutz itself was his creation, and the characteristic Rosicrucian symbolism of the rose and cross were derived from the Andreae family coat of arms, which in turn had been based on Martin Luther's.
Andreae's expression of the desire for a further reformation of society under the leadership of a religiousscientific brotherhood was a serious utopian vision that he expressed as a literary fiction in these and other treatises, but he also sought to organize an actual Christian brotherhood of the elect, which would be administered by a steering committee of twelve select men, who would oversee its renewal of Lutheran society.
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Looking beyond the radical and politically disastrous Rosicrucian manifestos, we can see the idealizations for such a society referred to variously in his correspondence as the Societas Christiana or Civitas Solis and described in his publications Christianopolis (1619), Christianae societatis imago (1619, 1620), and Christiani amoris dextera porrecta (1620, 1621), which were widely distributed. According to a letter Andreae wrote to Herzog August of Lüneburg in 1642, he had proposed the brotherhood outlined in these treatises as an alternative to the more radical vision of the Rosicrucian manifestos, owing to the strong, negative reaction the manifestos had generated. Dickson (1996a: 773-5 ) interprets this letter to mean that Andreae had disavowed the earlier Rosicrucian manifestos as a ludibrium and fictitia, objects of derision, and that Andreae should therefore be seen as a satirist or social critic rather than a would-be founder of a secret society.
However, Andreae's letter, written more than thirty years after the composition of the Rosicrucian manifestos, can also be interpreted as revealing his persistence in promoting a real brotherhood along the lines laid out in the Rosicrucian writings, but now toned down and publicly distanced from the Rosicrucian Brotherhood as a practical matter. In this he succeeded, as is evident from his long reputation as an orthodox Lutheran. Dickson (1996a: 775) speaks also to this interpretation when he notes that if the men on Andreae's list of members of the Civitas Solis-including Hess, Besold, and Adami-can be identified as authors of the Rosicrucian manifestos, then the Rosicrucian fable can be regarded as the first phase of the development of Andreae's model Christian brotherhood. 27 Indeed, members of this circle colluded with Andreae in composing the early Rosicrucian literature. Andreae later admitted that he and Besold had advocated the Rosicrucian reforms and proposed a brotherhood to unite 'a certain number of orthodox Lutherans' under the leadership of Herzog August, but that the onset of the Thirty Years War made its realization impossible (Dickson 1996a : 776-7) . 28 However, a letter written much later to Herzog August (1642) and references in a funeral oration that Andreae wrote show that his plans for a brotherhood had not changed, but were kept private in order to preserve his reputation in orthodox times.
In the best known and rather toned down version of his Christian utopia, Christianopolis, Andreae envisioned social reform to be within the Lutheran tradition and along the Pietistic lines suggested by Johann Arndt, to whom he dedicated the work (Dickson 1996a: 781) . This dedication should be taken as a token of Arndt's influence not only on Andreae, but on the entire circle of students associated with Hess at Tübingen, and perhaps also of Andreae's expectation that Arndt would approve and support his utopian ideals. Although a network of prudent anonymity obscures the full nature and extent of the Rosicrucian discussions, recent studies suggest that Arndt and Andreae may have been Rosicrucian brothers as well as chemical brothers. Arndt's reading of the Theologia Deutsch, the classic of medieval German mysticism, brought about a reorientation in his thinking in the middle 1590s. Luther had trod this ground before him and had reacted similarly to the German Theology, before the needs of realpolitik encouraged the magisterial reforms that shaped Lutheran doctrine and hardened church discipline. It was Luther's 1518 edition that Arndt now re-edited and published in 1597, with an introduction bemoaning the disputes that characterized Lutheran Dogmatics in the late sixteenth century. 29 Arndt had himself taken part in doctrinal controversy, but now his writings turned away from disputation and toward practical Christian piety, which would become the hallmark of his mature teaching. His edition of Theologia Deutsch was reprinted along with Imitatio Christi in 1605, the same year he published the first book of Vom wahren Christentum, which reflects the esotericism of these earlier texts. His preface to the 1606, corrected edition of this first book announced his plans to publish four books in all, which he finally did in 1610. In this form, Arndt's work was republished many times before he died in 1621 and would circulate in the seventeenth century (Pleijel 1938: 322) .
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29 Oberman 1979 : xv-xvi: 'In 1597 Arndt found this precious volume somewhere all dusted over just as Luther had found it some eighty years before. Arndt's writing career and the direction of his thought take a new turn with his re-edition of the "German Theology" in Halberstadt 1597.' Oberman attributes the idea that Arndt's reading of the Theologia Deutsch marked a crucial turning point in the development of his Pietistic theology to Wilhelm Koepp (1912: 24) . 30 The editor's introduction to Arndt 1968 (pp. 15-17) relates that book I (1605) was criticized for unorthodoxy, and that Arndt's attempt to have books two through four printed were foiled by censors, in part because of concerns about Arndt's use of Weigel's ideas about prayer. He was finally able to publish all four after he moved to Eisleben. Arndt's ideas evoked opposition soon after they were published between 1605 and 1610, and Vom wahren Christentum continued to be openly criticized by contemporary German theologians in the decade following. In response, he defended these ideas in several short tracts and letters, which he organized as a fifth and sixth book of his masterwork. Cf. Erb 1979: 5. For details of the controversies aroused by Arndt's book, Erb refers to Wilhelm Koepp (1959: 67-143 ). The sixth book, which Arndt dedicated in 1620, comprises three parts, the first of which contains short defences of the chapters of the first three books, implying that criticisms that had been leveled against him mainly concerned the contents of these books, rather than Book Four. Arndt 1979: 275. German theologians openly criticized Arndt's ideas soon after they were published. He responded in several short tracts and letters defending the first three books, implying that the objections to his theology mainly concerned the contents of these, rather than Book Four. Whatever Danish orthodox censors found objectionable or were afraid would arouse controversy must mainly have been in the first three books, because publication of these was long delayed. What was it that seemed so heterodox, and how did Book Four make it to the press? In the first paragraph of the introduction to Book One, Arndt (1979: 21) announced the main message of his spiritual teaching: 'If we are to become new creatures by faith, we must live in accordance with the new birth. In a word, Adam must die, and Christ must live, in us. It is not enough to know God's word; one must also practice it in a living, active manner.' Arndt's plea for the true Christian to live a Christian life, to imitate Christ, followed upon the venerable German theological tradition of imitatio Christi, but, as is evident even in this passage, it was framed in the Gnostic language of unio mystica, the mysterious union of the believer with God by starving the worldly flesh and fanning the divine spark within. Arndt frequently stated this core idea-that before union with Christ can be achieved, the Adamic man must perish-elsewhere in Vom wahren Christentum, and if Arndt were interpreted by contemporaries to be teaching divine transformation, his orthodoxy would be at risk.
Esoteric and Exoteric Alchemy: Gnostic Union in Vom wahren Christentum
One of the touchstones of orthodoxy is the nature of the relationship between Christian believers as human beings and the divine. The main Christian confessions are unanimous in condemning the actual attainment of human unity with God in this life, which runs counter to traditional interpretations of salvation and carries the dangerous consequence of antinomianism-the elevation of the divinized individual above all temporal law. Such exaltation carries with it a threat to social and political order and has been opposed by the dominant organized forms of Christianity in the West. For Arndt, mystical union constituted a spiritual rebirth, which enables the believer to attain power over both terrestrial and celestial nature, an idea that is common to Paracelsian notions about the powers of the illuminated adept. This conception of the adept's or magician's ability to transcend the fallen condition of man and wield divine creative powers is itself a kind of exaltation and constitutes a problem for orthodox Lutherans.
Arndt was schooled in Paracelsian medicine and rumored to be an adept, one who had prepared the Philosophers's Stone. This accomplishment was commonly regarded as an exemplary indication of the chemical practitioner's purity and piety, rewarded by grace. Therefore, when he likens rebirth to metallic transmutation, we must suppose that he was well informed about the theory and practice behind this analogy and also cognizant of the long history of the association of in vitro exoteric processes with esoteric in vivo transmutations of the soul. Matti Repo notes that Arndt made explicit comparison of rebirth to metallic transmutation both in a letter to Erasmus Wolfart in 1599 and in his anonymous commentary on Khunrath's illustrations. 31 Arndt's phrasing in his letter to Wolfart describes Christ as projected onto the base Christian, transforming him to divinity: This strikes me as more than analogy. It is a close identification of mater ial transmutation and Christian rebirth as twin aspects of what for the Christian alchemist was the mysterium magnum, referred to in this letter as 'das gröste Geheimnüß'. Arndt's repeated call for the true Christian to mortify the flesh and deny his Adamic self, so that his Christian identity as image of God can emerge unfettered, besides seeming dangerously Gnostic, finds particular resonance in the esoteric alchemical tradition surrounding him. In particular, the heterodox Lutheran minister Valentin Weigel compared the 'killing' of the impure metal in the alchemical work to the killing of the Adamic self in the great work of spiritual rebirth (Repo 1999: 69-70 refers to Weigel 1967: 73) . It is no wonder that Arndt's critics saw him as a Weigelian. Even if we assume that Arndt truly succeeded in keeping the ideas that he revealed to Wolfart and in the anonymous commentary on Khunrath's illustrations from public scrutiny in the early part of the century, it must be admitted that his Gnostic dualism and teaching of rebirth, when viewed in the context of his known background in Paracelsian medicine and his reputed expertise in transmutational alchemy, would be cause enough to suspect him of heterodoxy.
Arndt's Reception in Denmark
When the Danish translation of Book Four of Arndt's Von wahren Chris tentum was translated into Danish by Peder Nielsen Gelstrup and published in 1618 under the title Liber Naturae, eller Natvrspeyel, it was dedicated to Christian IV's lover, Kirsten Munk, as was the Danish edition of Paradiesgärtlein seven years later. 32 This suggests that she and other members of the Danish nobility, possibly Christian IV himself, were interested in Arndt's theology and were taking an active role in making it more accessible to the Danish reading public. 33 And yet, more than seventy years would pass between Gelstrup's edition of Book Four and the first Danish edition of books one through three, which first appeared in print in Samuel Jenssøn Ild's 1690 edition. 34 A similar situation existed in Sweden, where Arndt's book was read avidly soon after it came out in German, especially among the upper class, but was not available in a printed Swedish edition until 1647, when it then proved very popular among Pietists. 35 Given the trend toward piety among the laity, and the eventual, overwhelming popularity of Arndt's books among Scandinavians, it is reasonable to suppose that there was a demand for Arndt's Pietistic teaching. Why, then, did it take so long to publish all four books in Danish, when there is evidence that manuscript translations were available already in the first years of Bishop Resen's leadership? 33 Schrøder 1959: The reluctance of the orthodox Lutheran church authorities suggests that they were concerned about the effect the German Pietist's esoteric ideas might have on the laity, concerns that in Denmark were eventually mitigated by Philipp Jakob Spener's legitimization of piety within orthodoxy. If Johann Arndt's theology was suspected of heterodoxy in the initial decades after its publication in 1610, then the argument that his profession of a Paracelsian cosmology de facto legitimized Para celsianism in the eyes of Denmark's orthodox Lutherans is considerably weakened. But how, then, can we explain the anomalous Danish publication of Book Four?
Book Four is a kind of hexameron, focusing on the natural world as God's creation and reflecting the 'Mosaic physics' that was popular at that time. Bengt Arvidsson thinks that Arndt's work was of interest in Scandinavia because it addressed both theological and natural-philosophical issues. Certainly it would have appealed to Resen's colleague and behind-the-scenes opponent Kort Aslakssøn for this reason, and clearly to Holger Rosenkrantz, too. 36 Rosenkrantz knew Arndt personally. He met him in Celle in 1616 and they talked long into the night on religious matters. Since Arndt was a member of the Lutheran priesthood, the fact that Rosenkrantz would personally meet with him and engage him in discussion of theology is not surprising. Rosenkrantz, too, had studied theology among orthodox German Lutheran professors early on and was already well known for his erudition. What is less clear is Rosenkrantz's sympathy for the heterodox aspects of Arndt's theology, which were inspirational to Andreae and others connected with Marburg and the Rosicrucian debut.
Rosenkrantz was implicated in the controversy after a young German physician dedicated his book defending Arndt's theology to him. 37 This was enough to cause Rosenkrantz to be suspected of heterodoxy by his former mentor and friend, the German theologian Daniel Cramer. To 
Concluding Remarks
The most recent historical literature on Johann Arndt and Johan Valentin Andreae persuasively argues that Arndt's thought took a decidedly Pietistic turn just before the turn of the century, about the same time that Holger Rosenkrantz quietly began to lean away from Lutheran orthodoxy and embrace a more personal and mystical piety. By 1605, when Arndt was beginning to write and publish Vom wahren Christentum, he was intimately involved with an informal group of like-minded Lutherans, including Andreae, who were dissatisfied with the ridigity of orthodoxy. This was a group that sought a further reformation along mystical, spiritual lines, guided by an esoteric epistemology of personal illumination for the pure and pious, what the alchemists had called the gift of God. These dissenters variously embraced elements of Paracelsian religion and chemical cosmology and expressed it in a call for a general reformation along the lines sketched out in the Rosicrucian literature. Elements of Arndt's influential work reflect his engagement both with German mysticism and with Paracelsian cosmological concepts that, for many Paracelsians, were an integral part of Paracelsian religion. Despite the efforts of Andreae and Arndt to maintain a careful distance from the enthusiasms of their 'Weigelian', Paracelsian, and Rosicrucian fellows, both were tainted by their sympathies for a further reformation. Andreae had to back pedal publicly, deploring the extremes of his youth and satirizing the Rosicrucian dreams he previously professed in relative secrecy; Arndt also succeeded in maintaining his place within the Lutheran church, although not without controversy and the protection of aristocratic friends. Although he escaped serious censure and managed to print his books in German, the orthodox Lutheran authorities tus, cujus procul dubio apud filios et Henricum Ernesti Ms. exemplar extabit.' Møller notes that Rosenkrantz was pleased by these plans and supposedly said so in a manuscript book that should have been in the possession of one of his sons or Henrik Ernst (a disciple who was professor at Sorø), but which is not known today.
of Scandinavia were reluctant to publish them in Danish and Swedish translations, which they had the power to control, and this points to the perceived dangers of Arndt's esoteric religious doctrines, which were part and parcel of his Paracelsian vision of the macrocosm.
If this assessment of the situation is at all accurate, then Danish academic and aristocratic support for translation of Arndt's Vier bücher vom wahren Christentum and the publication of Book Four in 1618, the year before Ole Worm publicly condemned the Rosicrucians in speech at the University of Copenhagen, reveals the very moment when strict Lutheran orthodoxy was being imposed on the freer exploration of faith that characterized Philippist leadership during the first fifteen years or so of the new century. Afterwards, further spread of Arndt's Pietism in Scandinavia was publicly discouraged during a period of orthodox entrenchment, during which Paracelsian religion and with it Paracelsian cosmology were rejected in Copenhagen, and Holger Rosenkrantz's Arndt ian religious views parted ways from the orthodoxy of Resen and Brochmand. Christianopolis would have to wait.
